
Wednesday 10th June
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Dear Year 6,

We hope you and your families are keeping well and have 
had a good week.

Here are the activities for this week for you to follow 
and complete. We’ve attached the reading challenge to 
Monday’s tasks, in case you didn’t get the chance to start 
it last week. There are lots of books that you can read or 
listen to online for free.  Two websites we would 
recommend are: https://readon.myon.co.uk/
https://stories.audible.com/start-listen

Try to read for at least 20 minutes a day and take 
Accelerated Reader quizzes from home by using this 
link Howley Grange Renaissance at home and logging on as 
usual using your username and password. To check that 
the book you are reading has a quiz, you can check it 
using on Accelerated Reader Bookfinder. It’s okay to read 
books which haven’t got a quiz – just keep a record of 
what you have read.

We’ve also included the Active June Challenge in 
Monday’s activities, just in case you haven’t started that 
yet!

As always, remember to take time to relax, exercise 
and be kind to yourselves and each other.

Take care and keep smiling,

Mrs Graham and Mrs North

https://readon.myon.co.uk/
https://stories.audible.com/start-listen
https://ukhosted58.renlearn.co.uk/6702136
https://www.arbookfind.co.uk/


English Activity 3 – Punctuation to show parenthesis

1.

There are 3 activities to complete today.  Remember to check your 
work for spellings and punctuation.
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3. Read the sentences below about a zebra duiker (yes it is a real 
animal!).  Add the missing pairs of brackets, commas or dashes 
to each sentence.

2. We can also use commas and dashes to show parenthesis 
(additional information). Now write 10 sentences of your own about 
Rhiswanozebtah which contain brackets, commas or dashes to 
demarcate the parenthesis.  Make each sentence as interesting as 
possible by thinking of your word choice.  

The zebra duiker's light gold or reddish-brown body is strikingly marked 

from the shoulders to the rump with black or dark brown transverse stripes.

The striping pattern number of stripes, degree of tapering, and 

arrangement is unique to each individual.

The shoulders and lower legs are darker than the rest of the body, and 

blackish bands encircle the upper legs both front and rear.

The face which is an overall deep chestnut brown colour has no distinctive 

markings, but the muzzle is black and the lower jaw whitish.

The horns are short, smooth, sharp cones in both males 4-5 cm and females 

up to 2-3 cm.

The Zebra duiker is a herbivore plant-eating animal.

Zebra duiker are diurnal active during the day animals.
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Maths Activity 3a – ten in ten ☺

Today we are bringing together all of our learning from Monday and 
Tuesday to answer questions using Pie Charts. 

Look back at the work you have already completed to remind you. There are 
learning reminders on the next two pages too!

Maths Activity 3b – Consolidating pie charts

You know the 
rule! 

Ten minutes to 
answer ten 
questions ☺

1)   763 332 + 109 372 =
2)   1248 ÷ 12 =
3)   8³ =
4)   12.4 – 7.28 =
5)   30% of 4100 =
6)   11.08 x 5 =
7)   457 x 1000 = 

8)   
1

7
÷ 10 =

9)   55 ÷ (14 - 9) =
10) 15% of 1500 =

Challenge
11)   How many seconds are there in 12 minutes?
12)   How many hours are there in 8 days?
13)   If n + 53 = 107, then n = ?

14)  What is the total size of the internal angles in a 
quadrilateral?  

15)  
4

9
of 4500 = 
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Learning Reminder
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Learning Reminder
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Maths Activity 3b*

Interpreting pie charts
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Maths Activity 3b**

Interpreting pie charts
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Maths Activity 3b***

Interpreting pie charts
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Maths Activity 3c*
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Maths Activity 3c**
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Maths Activity 3c***
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Maths Activity 3d - Challenge



Wassily Kandinsky was
a Russian painter. 

Many people think he was
the first abstract artist. 

Abstract Painting
by Wassily Kandinsky

PHSE/Art – Wassily Kandinsky

Wassily Kandinsky was born in 
Russia, in 1866. When he grew up, 
he worked as a teacher at a 
university but it didn’t make him 
happy. 

When he was 30, he left his job and 
went to art school. He found art 
school easy and was very good at 
his studies. 

Kandinsky thought a lot about 
what colours mean and how they 
make people feel. He believed that 
colours had a soul. 

Wassily Kandinsky
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He was the first painter to stop 
painting pictures of things and 
instead paint just using colours and 
shapes. He believed that this let 
him paint honestly about his 
feelings.

Often Kandinsky would listen to 
music while he painted and try to 
paint what he heard. 

All the other painters we have 
found out about learned a lot from 
Kandinsky’s ideas. 

"Composition X", 1939

Here is what his work looks like:

How does it make you feel?

What does it remind you of – a wild storm, a dizzy feeling like spinning 
around, flowing water, wind on a hot summer day . . . ?

Image sourced from Google
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Composition VIII, 1923 

Yellow, Red, Blue, 1925

What shapes can you see?

What colours can you see?

If the paintings were moving what would the movement be like? Calm & slow? 
Topsyturvy like a rollercoaster ride?

Images sourced from Google
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Black and Violet,1923 

"Composition VIII", 1923

Which emotions and feelings does each part of his art represent?

Watch the video on https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/art-and-
design-ks2-kandinskys-schaukeln/zv7g7nb to learn more.

If the picture were sounds what noises would you hear coming from it?

Images sourced from Google
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/art-and-design-ks2-kandinskys-schaukeln/zv7g7nb


Your task is to create your own piece of abstract art in the style of 
Kandinsky which captures your own feelings and emotions.  You might want to 
play music whilst you work, to see if that influences how you feel, as it did for 
Kandinsky.  You could focus on one feeling or be inspired by more than one 
emotion.

Think carefully about the colours and shapes that you use.  There is an 
emotional colour wheel below to use if you need ideas.

Shapes such as squares are thought of as strong, solid, dependable.  Triangles 
can be thought of as sharp and represent aggression, danger and negativity.  
The sharper the angles – the more severe the emotion.  Circles are associated 
with balloons and  bubbles and therefore reflect softness, energy, happiness 
and positivity. There are many other shapes to use too, including swirls and 
lines. The size of the shape will also need to be considered

You mat want to cut out shapes to arrange them before adding colour and 
lines.

Look back at Kandinsky’s work one last time before you start. If you are 
finding it hard to begin, there is a colour-in sheet as a starting point, ideas 
for geometric shapes and examples of work on the following slides.

Art Activity – My emotions in the style of Wassily 
Kandinsky

Image sourced from Google
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Image sourced from Google
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Images sourced from Google
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The zebra duiker's light gold or reddish-brown body is 

strikingly marked from the shoulders to the rump with 

black _or dark brown _transverse stripes.

The striping pattern _ number of stripes, degree of 

tapering, and arrangement _ is unique to each individual.

The shoulders and lower legs are darker than the rest of 

the body, and blackish bands encircle the upper legs _ both 

front and rear _*.

The face _ which is an overall deep chestnut brown colour _

has no distinctive markings, but the muzzle is black and the 

lower jaw whitish.

The horns are short, smooth, sharp cones in both males _ 4-

5 cm _ and females _ up to 2-3 cm _*.

The Zebra duiker is a herbivore _ plant-eating animal _*.

Zebra duiker are diurnal _ active during the day _ animals.

ANSWERS English Activity 3 – Punctuation to show 
parenthesis

*Remember if the parenthesis is at the end of the sentence  you can 
only use a pair of brackets or a dash before the information:

The Zebra duiker is a herbivore -plant-eating animal.
The Zebra duiker is a herbivore (plant-eating animal).
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ANSWERS Activity 3a - Ten in ten

1)   763 332 + 109 372 =872 704

2)   1248 ÷ 12 =104

3)   8³ =512

4)   12.4 – 7.28 =5.12

5)   30% of 4100 =1230

6)   11.08 x 5 =55.4

7)   457 x 1000 = 457 000

8)   
1

7
÷ 10 =

1

70

9)   55 ÷ (14 - 9) =11

10)15% of 1500 =225

Challenge
11)   How many seconds are there in 12 minutes? 720

12)   How many hours are there in 8 days? 192

13)   If n + 53 = 107, then n =54

14)  What is the total size of the internal angles in a 
quadrilateral? 360˚

15)  
4

9
of 4500 = 2000
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ANSWERS Maths Activity 3b
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ANSWERS Maths Activity 3c

ANSWERS Maths Activity 3d

90 chocolate ice-creams were sold


